
WPPS  Term 3  Stage 1  Year 2  Home Learning Week 5 Adapted from the Department of Education

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Clean your teeth, brush your hair and make your bed every morning.
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Spelling
Write your spelling words:

in lead pencil

in alphabetical order

Reading
Sharks are fish. They
have gills to enable
them to breathe under-
water. Many sharks are hunters.
Large sharks eat seals, dolphins
and other fish while other sharks
eat mostly smaller sea creatures.
Whale sharks are not really
sharks. They are the largest fish
but they are harmless.
Answer these questions
1. How do sharks breathe?
2. Many sharks are hunters.
What does this mean?
3. What do sharks like to eat?
4. The word harmless means

a) bad tempered
b) not dangerous
c) meat eaters

Writing - Low Modality
Modal words help express our
feelings about something. We
use low modal words when our
feelings or opinions are not very
strong.
● Look at ‘What is Modality?’
on page 8.
● Choose 5 low modality words
and use them in 5 sentences to
show your opinion or feelings
about something

Spelling
Write your spelling words:

using LCWC
Look at the word
Cover the word up
Write the word without looking
Check you spelt the word is right

Write these as contractions

Eg. I am - I’m
a) is not -               d) would not -
b) we will -            e) can not -
c) have not -         f) they are -

Reading
Read the recipe on page 8
Answer the questions. Don’t forget
you can look back at the text.
1. What would be a good title for
this procedure?
2. What flavour ice-cream do you
need for this recipe?
3. How many scoops of ice-cream
are needed?
4. What do you think the word
‘optional’ means in this text?
a)must use in the milkshake
b)peeled and cut up
c) can use in milkshake if you want

5. Have you ever had a milkshake?
Write all about it.

Writing - High Modality
Modal words help express our
feelings about something. We use
high modal words when opinions
and feelings are strong.
● Look at Modality Words on p8.
● Choose 5 high modality words
and write sentences to show your
opinion or feeling about something.

Spelling
Write your spelling words:

in lead pencil

Choose 5 nouns from your list
and write some alliteration
Eg. Percy played ping pong in the
park.

Reading  - Log onto Story Box
(If you can, turn on CC -Closed Captions -
so you can see the words)

username: wpps password: wpps

Listen to: “My Dad Thinks He’s Funny ”

*Before you start, look at the title and
the front cover. Predict and write
what you think this story might be
about?

*After the story:
1. Who wrote this text?
2. Who illustrated this text?
3. Where does the story take place
(the setting)?
4. Who’s the main character?
5. Did you enjoy the story?  Why?
If you don’t have the internet, read a
book and then retell the  story in your
own words.

Writing -  High or Low Modality
Rewrite the sentences and underline
the modality words. Then write (H)
for high modality or (L) for low
modality.
a) I usually  go swimming on Monday
morning.    ____
b) We must leave before it gets too
dark.   ____
c) Dad says he might take us to the
beach one day.    ____

Spelling
Rewrite the story and edit all

the mistakes. There are
a) 6 spelling mistakes
b) 3 capital letters mistakes
c) 2 punctuation mistakes

my family mooved house last week
we now live at 6 north street,
punchbowl. Mum and Dad painted
our knew door read and blew?  We
plased a pot plant owt the front

do LCWC to practice your words

Reading
 butter yoghurt
apple juice orange juice
cheese slices               washing liquid
potatoes carrots
beans lettuce
apples oranges
bananas                       watermelon
fresh noodles             dried noodles
rice chickens legs
Answer these questions

1. Give this text a name or title.
2. The list has _____ kinds of fruit.
3. What kind of noodles can you buy?
4. What 2 items would you add to the list?

5. Write this sentence correctly.
we need to buy rice peas and juice

Writing - Low and High Modality
Change these sentences from low
modality to high modality
a) I could go to football training.
b) I sometimes do my homework.
c) I might see you tomorrow.
d) It is possible that it may rain
this afternoon.

(Use the modality sheet - p8)

Spelling
Create and complete the Word

Search using this week's (Week 5)
spelling words.
Use the template provided on
page

Reading - Log onto Story Box
(If you can, turn on CC -Closed
Captions - so you can see the words)

username: wpps password:
wpps

Listen to: “The Terrible Plop”
By: Ursula Dubosarsky
*Before you start, look at the title
and the front cover. Predict and
write what you think  this story
might be about?

*After the story:
1. What were the rabbits doing?
2. Why did the rabbits run away?
3. What made the apple fall from
the tree?
4. Find the -all words in the story
that rhyme. Can you add more?
5. The story was read by the
author. What did you like about
the way she read the story?
If you don’t have the internet, read a
book and then retell the story in your
own words.

Writing
“Thank you…” Two simple
words.
Write a letter thanking someone
for all the ways they have helped
you.



d) To improve your health, you must
eat fruit and vegetables.   ____
e) You must remember to bring your
homework.   _____
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Mathematics
Choose one of the following

numbers as your
“Number of the Day”:

21 or 901

Write or draw to show your
understanding of this number:

Write the number in words

Find 1 less than, 1 more than

Find 10 less than, 10 more than

Odd or even?

Write how many hundreds, tens and

ones

Write a number sentence

Write these numbers in
digits:
The first one has been done
for you.

1. Five hundred and two - 502

2. One hundred and twelve

3. Four hundred and fifty

4. Three hundred and ten

5. Six hundred and one

6. One hundred and forty-five

Mathematics
Number talk: What do you see?

Write or draw about what you see.
Example: I can see 3 blue fish.

Write these numbers in words:
The first one has been done for you:

1. 112 - one hundred and
twelve

2. 45 -
3. 230 -
4. 12 -
5. 650 -
6. 422 -

Fill out the place value chart for
these three-digit numbers:
The first one has been done for you.

Number: 512

Hundreds Tens Ones

5 1 2

Number: 823

Hundreds Tens Ones

Mathematics
Choose one of the following

numbers as your
“Number of the Day”:

89 or 889

Write or draw to show your
understanding of this number:

Write the number in words

Find 1 less than, 1 more than

Find 10 less than, 10 more than

Odd or even?

Write how many hundreds, tens and ones

Write a number sentence

Circle the numbers that have an
8 in the ones place:

18  21   28   90   87   48   80

Circle the numbers that have a
1 in the tens place:

21   14   78   41   17   19   51

Circle the numbers that have a
2 in the hundreds place:

201   402   211   143   225   582

In expanded form, we write the
number by showing the value of
each digit.
Example:
Standard form: 391
Expanded form: 300 + 90 + 1

Mathematics
Number talk: What do you see?

Write or draw about what you see.
Example: I can see 6 red cupcakes.

Length
Activity 1: Informal units
Use your feet to measure and
record how long your bedroom is.

Start from the back wall and walk
all the way to the door. Remember:
don’t leave any gaps between each
footstep!

Use your feet to measure 2 more
rooms in your house (for example
the kitchen or bathroom).

Record your findings:
1. My bedroom is ___ footsteps

long.

2. My kitchen is ____ footsteps
long.

3. My bathroom is ___ footsteps
long.

Mathematics
Write as many number sentences
as you can using these numbers.

Length
Activity 2: Formal units
You will need a centimetre
(cm) ruler for this activity.
If you don’t have a ruler you could
use the example ruler on the last
page of this booklet.

Find 5 objects in your house.
Example: book, glue stick, pencil,
water bottle, scissors.

1. Put the objects in order
from the shortest object to the
longest object.
2. Use your cm ruler to
measure and record the length
of each object in cm.

Remember to:
● Always start at 0 by placing
one end of your object at the
0 cm mark on the ruler.
● Make sure you are using
the cm scale only.
● Use the numbers on the
ruler to measure or count how
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Put these numbers in
ascending order: - (smallest
→ largest)

a) 201  221   99   340   361   552

________________________

Put the numbers in
descending order: - (largest
→ smallest)

b) 643  501   88   120   144   306

________________________

Word Problem of the Day:
Annie counted 15 birds on her
walk in the park. Her brother
Tim counted 21 birds.
1. How many birds did they
count altogether?
2. How many more birds did
Tim count than Annie?
Show your working out:

Brain Break:
● Circle your arms 10 times.
● Jump up to the sky 10

times.
● Touch your fingers to your

toes 10 times.

Number: 909

Hundreds Tens Ones

Number: 245

Hundreds Tens Ones

Number: 673

Hundreds Tens Ones

Word Problem of the Day:
Adam took a handful of counters
and arranged them in 4 rows of
3. How many counters did Adam
have in total?
Show your working out:

Music
Watch and follow Ms Young’s
week 5 music lesson:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=LFhN8-EQqsg

Use two wooden spoons or your
hands to play or clap along to
the patterns. At the end of each
level there is a sight reading
challenge where you can sight
read from one pattern to the
next without stopping.

Write these numbers in expanded
form:
The first one has been done for you.

Number: 345
Expanded form: 300 + 40 + 5

Number: 623
Expanded form: _____________

Number: 120
Expanded form: _____________

Number: 895
Expanded form: _____________

Number: 417
Expanded form: _____________

Number: 962
Expanded form: _____________

Word Problem of the Day:
Harriet had 22 sheep on her farm.
She sold 6 to her neighbour. How
many sheep does Harriet have
now?
Show your working out:

Brain Break:
Watch and follow one of Ms
Ashleigh’s dance videos on the
school website:
https://wileyparkps.com.au/fitness/

Or play some music and have a
dance break for 2 minutes.

4. Which room was the longest?

_________________________

5. Which room was the shortest?

__________________________

Challenge: Is there a faster or
easier way to measure the length
of rooms? What could we use?
Write down your ideas:

____________________________

Word Problem of the Day:
On a visit to the aquarium, Alena
counted 12 fish, 3 sharks, 1
octopus and 7 crabs. How many
animals did she count in total?
Show your working out:

Music:
Watch and follow Ms Young’s week
5 music lesson:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lJDyxguHwj4

Use two wooden spoons or your
hands to play or clap along to the
patterns. At the end of each level
there is a sight reading challenge
where you can sight read from one
pattern to the next without
stopping.

long each object is.

Look at the example before
you start:
This paperclip is 6 cm long.

Record your findings in a table
like the example below:

Object Length in cm

Paperclip 6 cm

Pencil

Glue stick

1. Which object was the
longest?
_____________________

2. Which object was the
shortest?
_____________________

BREAK
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Science
Natural Materials

Natural materials are
materials that come from
plants, animals or the ground.

Have a walk outside or look
outside your window and find
as many natural materials as
you can.

Draw them to keep track of
how many you found.

Science
Natural Materials

The image below is made of
natural materials and is used by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander People.

Have a look at the image and
write or draw what you think
this object would be used for?

Geography
Local Parks

Think about a familiar local park
near your home.

Answer the following questions:
- Who uses the park?
- Why do you go to parks?
- What are its features (natural
and human features)?
- What activities can you do?

Who do you think looks after the
park?

Draw a picture of your park.

Creative Arts
Create

You will need:
● Pencil
● Sheet of paper or a book
● Colouring pencils/crayons
● Ruler

Draw a robot on your paper using
only squares and rectangles. You
need to include a body, arms, legs,
head with a face and any other
gadgets the robot uses.
Example

Try to create a unique robot with
lots of gadgets and parts. Colour
when you are finished and give
your robot a name!

PDHPE

Being friendly is important for
us to feel happy. By having
friends around, our mental
health improves.

Think about the friends that
you have. How did you meet
them? Why do you like being
friends with them?

Write down 5 ways you could
become friends with someone.

Example: I can invite people to
play handball with me and
make sure everyone has a
turn.

Reminder: You should be reading EVERY DAY for 20 minutes.
Use the ONLINE resource page on the school website to access online activities. Please note SOME websites require you to create an account.

Please refer to the fitness tab on the Home learning page to get your daily exercise.
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30 cm Ruler Example (Not to scale)
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